Purpose: To develop a k-space formalism that provides a rationale for the design of variable-rate acquisition schemes for dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI).
DYNAMIC MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI)
has been applied to several fields, including blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal response in functional MRI (fMRI) (1, 2) , cardiac imaging (3, 4) , and multiphase contrast-enhanced angiography (5-7). In particular, dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE)-MRI to characterize tumors, e.g., in liver, prostrate, and breast, by way of contrast enhancement properties is the subject of ongoing research (8 -13) . For a given clinical case, the relative diagnostic importance of spatial over temporal information is not known a priori. The optimum will depend on both the spatial feature content of the lesions and the physiological information that can be elicited from the MRI data. While the clinical significance of this information is a subject of much debate, it is generally agreed that for breast tumors high-spatial-resolution imaging combined with analysis of gadolinium (Gd)-diethyltriamine pentaacetic acid (DTPA) kinetics can be used to improve specificity and sensitivity in diagnosis (14 -18) .
A k-space representation applicable to dynamic imaging was previously presented by Xiang and Henkelman (19) . They represented the dynamic object in a k x -k y -t space as a combined function of the spatial frequencies and an additional temporal variable, and suggested that for dynamic imaging there existed the potential to trade off spatial and temporal samples. They, and subsequently others, have used this approach in cases where the dynamic function is quasi-periodic, such as cardiac cycles and respiratory motion or eventbased fMRI (20 -22) . For DCE-MRI, however, it is required that a continuous aperiodic temporal function be sampled while imaging the tissues of interest. Short TR rapid imaging methods such as spoiled gradient recalled echo (SPGR), echo-planar imaging (EPI), and spiral imaging have been employed for DCE-MRI (23) (24) (25) . Ultimately, there exist scanner hardware restrictions that limit the imaging rates. This poses a trade-off between the maximum spatial and/or temporal resolution that may be achieved in DCE-MRI.
Several dynamic imaging methods that tailor coverage of the combined k x -k y -t space by variable-rate sampling along one or more spatial dimensions have been previously developed (25) (26) (27) . In most methods it is assumed that the bulk of the dynamic change is encoded in the lower spatial frequencies. Hence, central k-space lines are sampled at a higher rate than peripheral k-space lines. This permits an increase in the overall temporal sampling rate. The extents of central kspace as well as sampling rates are somewhat arbitrarily selected. While reconstructing variably sampled data, peripheral k-space lines that are not acquired are approximated in different ways. In "keyhole" acquisition, for example, a single precontrast full-matrix acquisition is used to provide peripheral k-space data that are combined with each central k-space dynamic data set to generate a high-resolution data set (25) .
A method that specifically addresses the issue of spatial-temporal resolution balance when the dynamic event is not inherently band limited is the object of this paper. As indicated earlier, the optimal balance is typically not known in clinical situations. To date, the diagnostic utility of enhancement parameters such as permeability coefficient has not been established. Regardless of the diagnostic algorithm used, however, accuracy of diagnosis is dependent on the fidelity in measuring the features of interest. The intention, therefore, is to maximize the information content of the acquired data. As a surrogate for information content, the proposed spatio-temporal bandwidth-based (STBB) formalism uses spectral energy content. The multidimensional dynamic imaging experiment is posed in terms of traversing a two-dimensional (2D) spatio-temporal (k y -k t ) spectral map. Retrospective evaluation of full sequential vs. keyhole acquisitions in terms of errors in spectral energy coverage was recently reported (28) . In this work we prospectively use the instantaneous spectral power of the modeled anticipated/targeted object as the discriminant to select appropriate temporal and spatial samples in designing the variable-rate acquisition. Prioritization of spectral samples by an energy criterion is an extension of previous concepts of preferentially acquiring only the lower spatial frequencies due to their higher energy content. Therefore, in this work we compare the performance of the STBB modelingbased acquisition scheme to that of keyhole imaging.
METHODS

STBB Analysis
The STBB method is developed by considering spatial and temporal characteristics of a targeted object, as well as specifying a set of imaging constraints. Analysis of spatial features is specific to the anatomy of interest.
For example, one might target single voxels in the brain, such as in fMRI, or obtain statistics from a large diffuse area of enhancing tumor. Similarly, the temporal timescale of interest may be short (ϳseconds), as in an abrupt hemodynamic response, or several minutes for contrast agent equilibration. The STBB approach is illustrated using examples of morphologic features and pharmacokinetic properties of breast lesions (29) . The pulse sequence used here in modeling is a three-dimensional (3D) SPGR acquisition with a TR of 10 msec that was previously used for keyhole imaging of clinical breast data at our institution (25) .
Modeling of Spatial Characteristics
To simplify the STBB analysis, 3D imaging is reduced to a single spatial axis, by the following arguments. For clinical breast imaging at our institution we used a 3D sequence to permit volume coverage with significant speed advantages over an equivalent 2D sequence. Lesion analysis, however, was performed on a slice-byslice basis in the x-y plane; hence, optimization of spatial resolution along the z-axis is not considered. Further, since the pulse repetition time, TR, is relatively short (ϳ10 msec), frequency encoding, chosen to be along the x-axis, occurs almost instantaneously. For a conventional 3D phase encoding, it can be assumed that the faster phase encoding, say z-axis, also occurs fairly rapidly (typically Ͻ 0.5 seconds) relative to the rate of contrast uptake. The most significant contrast change can now be modeled as occurring during the slow phase-encoding dimension, i.e., the y-axis. For simplicity of analysis, lesion morphologic features are modeled in one dimension by simple rectangular functions whose width is equal to the cross-sectional diameter of the lesion.
Modeling of Temporal Characteristics
For simulations, lesion enhancement profiles are generated using a multicompartmental pharmacokinetic model developed by Tofts and Kermode (30) . In this model, the lesion contrast kinetics are quantified by two standardized parameters (31): volume transfer constant K trans and extracellular volume fraction e . Figure  1a shows an example of an enhancement profile, C(t), generated using this model with K trans ϭ 0.4 minute
and e ϭ 0.3.
Definition of Imaging Bandwidths
The rate of imaging, which limits the achievable sampling bandwidths along the spatial and temporal axes, is a function of the pulse repetition time, TR, and the desired spatial resolution. For the simplified one-dimensional (1D) model, the rate of imaging along k y alone is of interest. The sampling interval ⌬t between k-space acquisitions along k y is the time taken to acquire one frame in the k x -k z plane, given as
where Nz is the matrix size along the z-encoding axis.
Let T be the total duration of the DCE experiment, within which most of the dynamic change of interest occurs. The total number of sample points that can be acquired, N, is given by:
The maximum allowable spatial bandwidth Ky is then given as
For example, choosing nominal values of Nz ϭ 32, TR ϭ 10 msec, and T ϳ 4 minutes, N ϭ the 640 total measurements that can be made at sampling intervals ⌬t ϭ 0.32 seconds. For these imaging parameters, consider a small lesion, M(y), approximately 2% of the nominal field of view (FOV) (12 pixels in a 640 matrix), with the spatial profile shown in Fig. 2a . The corresponding kspace spectrum, M(k y ), obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the 1D object function, is limited in extent from -Ky/2 to Ky/2 ( Fig. 2b) . Analogous to the spatial arguments, the maximal temporal bandwidth is also defined by the rate of digitization and is given as 
For the lesion enhancement profile shown in Fig. 1a , the corresponding spectral profile is its Fourier transform, C(k t ), limited in extent to ϮK t /2, as shown in Fig.  1b . The maximal spectral bandwidths, in effect, describe the theoretical limits on the sampling rate for each of the spatial and temporal functions individually.
Spatio-Temporal k y -k t Space Representation
We begin by modeling the spatial and temporal functions up to N-point resolution; i.e., it is assumed that each function is sampled at the theoretical maximal rate permitted by the imaging constraints. The instantaneous signal from a lesion is the product of the spatial amplitude M(y) and the modulating contrast C(t). However, the spatial features are completely unrelated to the temporal characteristics; i.e., M(y) and C(t) are completely distinct functions (M(y,t) ϭ M(y) ⅐ C(t)). Thus, it is possible to construct a combined 2D spatio-temporal object wherein the object spatial profile is represented along one axis, and the temporal change, that amplitude modulates the spatial profile, is represented along an orthogonal dimension (Fig. 3a) . Fourier transformation of the 2D (N ϫ N) space-time object yields the k y -k t spectral map (Fig. 3b) . This is mathematically the outer product of the Fourier spectra of the object spatial and enhancement profiles, M (ky)
T ⅐Ĉ (kt). The k y -k t map, in effect, encompasses the spectral space that would be sampled if both spatial and temporal functions were simultaneously sampled at the maximum allowable bandwidths; i.e, N 2 samples were acquired. This establishes the spectral space that can potentially be sampled during the imaging experiment. In practice, it is not possible to sample this entire space, since we are constrained by the imaging experiment to a maximum of N samples. However, all possible schemes of temporal and spatial sampling are included within the k y -k t map. For example, in the limit, we could sample the spatial function up to N-point resolution and acquire a single temporal sample or vice versa.
Segmentation of k y -k t Plane
The k y -k t spectral map is a representation of the combined spectra of N temporal and N spatial samples. However, for the given imaging constraints, it is possible to obtain a total of only N measurements within the k y -k t space. The objective is to choose the subset of N points from within the k y -k t space, independent of bias toward either the spatial or temporal function. The following energy maximization criterion is chosen as the basis for sampling the k y -k t map: 
where ͉M (k y ) 2 ͉ ⅐ ͉Ĉ (kt)͉ 2 is the instantaneous spectral power in the enhancement-modulated object and N is the total number of samples that can be acquired. This yields an area plot within the k y -k t domain that contains the greatest total spectral power for the given spatio-temporal object, constrained by N samples. For any given spatial bandwidth included in this area, the corresponding maximum temporal bandwidth prescription is automatically selected; i.e., we can determine k y -k t bandwidth pairs. For the enhancing object in Fig. 3a , a binary thresholded map representing the optimal energy sampling region is shown in Fig. 3c . It is convenient to look at a binary thresholded map because this directly yields the sampling prescription, since each bandwidth corresponds to a specific number of measurements or index point along the k t or k y axis (Fig. 3d) . Thus for the given spatio-temporal object, the sampling prescription can be summarized in a plot of the temporal samples/bandwidth per spatial index/ bandwidth (see Fig. 3d ). For the simulated spatio-temporal object (Fig. 3a) , the recommended variable-rate acquisition is as follows: the central 36 k y lines should be sampled at least seven times (252 samples), the next 11 lines on each side of the symmetric k y axis at least five times (55 samples), and so on, proceeding until the total number of sample points N ϭ 640. Typically, the sampling rate for the central k y lines is highest and determines the overall temporal sampling rate. This result is consistent with the notion that the bulk of the , e ϭ 0.3. c: Associated spatio-temporal sampling prescription. d and e: Similar analysis for very small object (three pixels) with slow enhancement (K trans ϭ 0.2 minute -1 , e ϭ 0.3). For the large, rapidly enhancing object, it is recommended that the central (16 k y ) lines be imaged at a higher temporal rate, up to 16 samples. Conversely, for the small, slowly enhancing object, the central (68 k y ) lines should be sampled at a slower temporal rate, three samples. dynamic change information is encoded in the lower spatial frequencies. For peripheral segments that are sampled at a slower rate, missing data can be generated by linear interpolation between acquired segments. Figure 4 shows two additional examples of enhancing lesions. The k y -k t analysis suggests that fewer central k-space lines should be imaged at a higher temporal rate for a rapidly enhancing large object. Conversely, for the slowly enhancing small object, larger central spatial bandwidth should be acquired at a relatively slower temporal rate.
Implementation of STBB Analysis
So far the k y -k t representation and the associated sampling prescriptions have been considered for individual enhancing objects. This method is applicable when one can define a single targeted object. That is, we can anticipate the signal enhancement as well as the spatial features that must be characterized. However, in practice, one may wish to image a range of spatio-temporal objects. Ideally, the variable-rate acquisition should be designed such that it is applicable to a continuum of object spatial features and enhancement characteristics. In order to do this, we begin by conducting the STBB analysis for a finite set of spatio-temporal objects. Subsequently, we develop an acquisition scheme that is optimized over all these objects.
Variable-Rate Acquisition Scheme
For breast lesions we consider three broad classes of lesion spatial and temporal properties as a representative subset. Lesions are modeled as small, medium, and large, permuted with slow, moderate, and rapid enhancement conditions. For purposes of simulation, three spatial object functions (2, 10, and 30 pixels wide) and three enhancement functions (K trans ϭ 1.5, 0.4, and 0.2 minute -1 , e ϭ 0.3) were chosen. All simulations were done using Matlab (Natick, MA). Using the STBB analysis discussed earlier, spatio-temporal bandwidth pairs were obtained for each individual enhancing object. The next step is to reduce the several individual prescriptions to a single value optimal for all cases. This was done by selecting a maximum temporal sampling rate, over all spatio-temporal objects, for any given spatial bandwidth as the prescription. As a simplification for ease of implementation, the global maximum number of temporal samples for segments in k y of width four lines was chosen as the prescription. Figure 5 shows the variable-rate sampling prescription for the ensemble of simulated conditions. The resulting recommended coverage is as follows: The central eight k y lines should be sampled 16 times over the modeled fourminute enhancement period. The next eight lines on each side of the symmetric k y -axis should be sampled 14 times, and so on. Beyond a spatial bandwidth of 72 lines, two temporal samples should be acquired. Thus, for the class of spatio-temporal objects under consideration, the guidelines for choosing the temporal sampling rate for any given spatial frequency segment have been established.
The next stage is to design a practical variable-rate acquisition scheme. The STBB analysis does not preclude use of partial-Fourier acquisition (32); therefore, this method was incorporated to effectively increase k y coverage without increasing scan duration. One such partial-Fourier acquisition that implements the sampling prescriptions recommended by the STBB analysis (Fig. 5) is shown in Fig. 6 . The resulting scheme had a nominal reconstructed matrix size in k y ϭ 144 with 40 k y lines acquired per time point, including eight additional lines over half matrix. One pre-and one postdy- namic acquisition with matrix size in k y ϭ 144 were also included in the acquisition.
Computer Simulations
The particular STBB scheme (Fig. 6 ) was evaluated by applying it to a range of spatio-temporal objects. We chose object sizes Npix ϭ 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 pixels and permuted these with enhancement rates K trans ϭ 1.5, 1, 0.6, 0.4, 0.3, and 0.2 minute -1 . The extracellular volume fraction e was held at 0.3. Partial-Fourier keyhole acquisition with repeated sampling of the same 40 k y lines per time point is shown in Fig. 6 . Reconstruction of keyhole data was done by substituting peripheral k-space lines from an initial full matrix data set. Data from STBB simulations were reconstructed by linearly interpolating between acquired k y lines to generate missing data. Mean region-of-interest (ROI) calculations were performed using the original simulated object as a mask, to generate mean enhancement profiles. The enhancement curves were fitted to the model used in simulation to calculate K trans and e . The STBB scheme (Fig. 6 ) was tested for an additional spatio-temporal object modeled as a 1D rim-enhancing lesion. The tumor was modeled as 10 pixels wide with a 3-pixel rim. The simulated enhancement parameters were K trans ϭ 2 minute -1 in rim and 1 minute -1 within, e ϭ 0.3.
RESULTS
The estimated values for K trans and e are summarized in Table 1 . The STBB scheme results in more accurate estimation of the rate and extracellular volume fraction parameters when the object size is small (two and five pixels) and the enhancement rates are rapid (1.5 and 1 minute -1 ), compared to the keyhole acquisition. As the object size increases or, conversely, the enhancement rates decrease, both schemes perform comparably well. The comparison of the STBB scheme with keyhole acquisition in terms of eliciting the spatial function is shown in Fig. 7 . The reconstructions are shown for the time point at which peak enhancement is reached. For a rapidly enhancing small object (Npix ϭ 2, K trans ϭ 1.5 minute -1 ), shown in Fig. 7a , there is noticeable broadening of line width with the keyhole reconstruction, while the STBB reconstruction closely approximates the original simulated object. Figure 7b shows the comparison for a large, slowly enhancing object (Npix ϭ 30, K trans ϭ 0.2 minute -1 ). In this case, the reconstructed object is similar for both schemes and very close to the original simulated object. In general, the STBB scheme provides higher spatial fidelity for very small objects. As the object size increases, all schemes performed comparably.
The results in Table 2 show that, again, the STBB scheme estimates the enhancement parameters more accurately. In Fig. 8 , which shows the spatial profiles at peak enhancement, the keyhole reconstruction shows higher spatial blur than the STBB reconstruction.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a method to design a variable-rate acquisition scheme has been developed and illustrated for breast imaging. One particular scheme (Fig. 6 ) devised using the STBB analysis was applied to a sample set of simulated lesions. The scheme was found to perform as well or better than standard and partial-Fourier keyhole imaging in terms of enhancement parameter estimation and characterization of spatial detail. The STBB analysis has the potential to be extended to any dynamic imaging condition. The set of a priori objects included in modeling can be modified-for example, if one is interested only in characterizing rapidly enhancing breast tumors, the K trans values used in modeling can range from (0.6 -2 minute -1 ) and a corresponding acquisition scheme can be derived. Similarly, lesions ranging in size less of than 1 cm alone could be included in modeling if characterization of very small lesions alone is desired.
Closer inspection of the STBB analysis shown in Figs. 3 and 4 indicates that higher temporal sampling rates are prescribed for rapidly enhancing objects and larger extents of coverage along k y are recommended for small objects. This is fairly intuitive since it is expected that rapid dynamic change will possess higher energies over a larger bandwidth, as will a small spatial object. It also underscores the point that the STBB formalism is an objective mechanism to balance spatial and temporal samples rather than a numerical optimization scheme based on a specific pharmacokinetic model and given object. Neither the temporal nor the spatial properties alone determine the resulting coverage prescriptions. Since the spectral samples in k y -k t space are weighted by both the spatial and temporal spectral densities, it is the net energy contribution of a given k y -k t sample that serves as the inclusion criterion. Thus, while the STBB method permits user input in selecting the class of spatio-temporal objects that might be encountered in the DCE-MRI experiment, the resulting acquisition scheme is optimized over all anticipated objects.
In this paper, we reduce 3D imaging to a single spatial axis under the assumption that when imaging at a TR of ϳ10 msec and for our chosen nominal spatial resolution, the x-and z-encodings occur relatively faster than the contrast enhancement changes. This assumption may not hold when quantifying very rapidly varying functions such as the arterial input function, where the entire dynamic change could occur within the duration of a single volume acquisition. For such a case, the STBB approach may not prove to be advantageous in designing an image acquisition scheme, unless it is possible to further reduce the TR or consider segmentation along an addition spatial axis. In conclusion, we have demonstrated an intuitive formalism applicable to DCE-MRI for a set of targeted dynamic events as well as spatial features. This formalism was developed for a set of object and enhancement characteristics typically observed in DCE-MRI of breast tumors to yield a suitable variable-rate acquisition scheme.
